
Next geNeratioN MGE/MLE Motors
 

a braNd New level of iNtelligeNce aNd efficieNcy



at grundfos we constantly aim to make our pumps as energy 
efficient as possible – for the benefit of the environment and 
the business.

in order to significantly reduce the energy consumption of our 
pumps, they need to adjust automatically to the applications 
they operate in. this means the motors running the pumps 
need to be intelligent and performance controlled. 

A nEw rAnGE for totAL puMp EfficiEncy
our new range of Mge/Mle motors represent the ultimate in 
total pump efficiency based on intelligent control resulting in 
the lowest possible energy consumption. they build on a long 
tradition for motor efficiency and development of integrated 
state of the art frequency converters.

MorE intELLiGEncE for incrEAsEd AdAptAtion
the new generation Mge/Mle motors offer a wide range of 
predefined intelligent regulation modes, such as constant 
pressure, proportional pressure, constant level etc. these modes 
make it easy to fit the pump into any application, making sure 
that the e-pump is controlled in the best way possible.

the well-known existing functions have been updated, using 
the latest pump knowledge to make them work even better 
with the increased demand for performance.

the new Mge/Mle also includes a series of new pump  
functions, such as pipe filling, flow estimation and specific 
energy estimations, which make it easier to adapt to an 
increased range of applications. this makes the third generation 
Mge/Mle a one of a kind solution when it comes to speed 
controlled pumps that can minimize the need for additional 
hardware and high installation cost in a normal pump  
installation. 

MGE: Motor Grundfos ELEctronic
MLE: Motor ListEd ELEctronic (primarily for use in the US)

grundfos is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of pumps 
and pumping equipment. but did you know that we are also 
among the biggest manufacturers of electric motors?

coMpLEMEntinG coMponEnts
for decades, we have been manufacturing our own motors so we 
can match the very high standard of our pumps for application 
in building services, industry and water supply. this way, we 
control the full supply chain and are therefore able to ensure 
superior process solutions.

the grundfos manufactured e-motors (Mge/Mle) have been 
specially designed for use with grundfos pumps – and they 
meet international design standards and legislative demands. 
as one of the leading pump manufacturers, we know better 
than anyone what is required of a reliable electrical motor. 

pErfEctLy AdAptAbLE
an Mge/Mle motor is a frequency converter controlled motor 
that can be adjusted to meet individual needs, for example by 
reducing the motor speed. this makes grundfos Mge/Mle  
motors an excellent choice for pump applications within  
heating, cooling, ventilation and industrial processes with many 
operating hours during the year. 

especially in applications with varying demands, large energy 
savings can be achieved. 

with the energy efficient Mge/Mle motors, energy savings and 
cost-effectiveness go hand in hand.

Grundfos – More thaN  
a pUMp MaNUfactUrer

iNtrodUciNg  
a nEw GEnErAtion
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the new Mge/Mle motors represent the very best in pump 
motor engineering. focus has been to optimise on every 
parameter possible to be able to offer a solution that meets  
the need of even the most demanding applications.

   EfficiEncy 
energy efficient pump solutions require intelligent controls. 
grundfos’ new Mge/Mle motors are equipped with state- 
of-the-art intelligent components that drive down energy 
consumption and costs. the new Mge/Mle features a 
permanent magnet synchronous motor and a high efficient 
frequency converter creating a high efficient e-motor 
solution.

   intELLiGEncE 
intelligence is the driving force towards smart pump solutions. 
Multiple continuous innovations suitable for pump applications 
have made grundfos’ new Mge/Mle the most intelligent  
integral motor on the market.

   custoMisAtion 
customised pumps ensure perfect fit with even the most 
challenging demands. No matter what application, grundfos 
offers customised and intelligently controlled pump solutions.

   product rAnGE 
Multiple applications require intelligent pumps that adapt to 
specific requirements. a perfectly adapted Mge/Mle exists  
for each pump family and it is possible to create almost any 
combination to fit particular needs.

   rELiAbiLity 
at grundfos we know what we are doing. building on our 
innovative edge, extensive know-how and experience,  
we are able to provide the most reliable, durable and intelligent 
pump solutions – and the new Mge/Mle motors are no 
exception. the Mge/Mle motors are able to protect themselves, 
the pump and the installation in a way ordinary equipment 
cannot achieve. 

what iS nEw?
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the new Mge/Mle represents a new way of thinking for 
speed-controlled motors when it comes to efficiency.

EnErGy And cost sAvinGs with optiMisEd EfficiEncy
the increased efficiency is achieved using a motor that more 
than fulfils the legislative demands. it is a permanent magnet 
synchronous motor (pMSM) especially designed for frequency 
converter operation and optimised for pump applications and 
high part load efficiency. 

the total efficiency of this new motor including the frequency 
converter is higher than the ie4 level in iec60034-30-1 (cd), even 
though this standard only applies for the motor, excluding any 
other features combined with it. this makes the new Mge/Mle 
unique for its class, and energy and lifecycle costs will be lower 
than in any previous solution.

a comparison between the current Mge/Mle and the new 
Mge/Mle running the “european part load profile of heating 
pumps” review shows energy savings of 20% for a 0,75kw/2 pole 
motor running a tp 50-180/2; also thanks to the combination 
with a high efficiency frequency converter. 

the load profile divides the load into four sections, running  
for a given time fraction. the load and time fraction can be  
seen below

Load 25% 50% 75% 100%
Time fraction 44% 35% 15% 6%

the levels for ie2, ie3 and ie4 can be found in the schematics 
below for 50hz/3000 rpm and for 50hz/1500 rpm. the figures 
on the next page shows the motor unit efficiency, the new 
Mge/Mle total efficiency and the ie levels.

the new Mge/Mle motors will be above the ie4 level even 
including the electricity consumed by the frequency converter. 
preliminary data is provided for single-phased versions of the 
new Mge/Mle. the efficiency for the three-phased versions will 
be even higher, creating more savings for the customer.

MorE intELLiGEncE LEAds to unMAtchEd EfficiEncy  
in thE totAL puMp procEss
the new Mge/Mle comes with an upgrade of all the well-known 
functions and features, plus a series of new functions that will 
utilise the full potential of the grundfos know-how and 
experience. this can optimise not only the pump system, but 
the full installation – leading to a superior process solution.
the extended functionality of the new Mge/Mle will meet 
every need for customised solutions and special adaptation to  
a wide range of applications. in most cases, additional control 
can be avoided in the installation, resulting in further savings 
for the customer.

Grundfos blueflux®

the new Mge/Mle range will  
carry the grundfos blueflux® label, 
which is your guarantee for the 
most energy efficient motor 
solutions from grundfos.

≥IE4

certified efficieNcy with 
intELLiGEnt controL

IE2, IE3 AND IE4 ACCORDING TO IEC60034-30-1 (CD) FOR 50HZ/3000 RPM

IE2, IE3 AND IE4 ACCORDING TO IEC60034-30-1 (CD) FOR 50HZ/1500 RPM
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it is the specific functions that make it easy to use grundfos’ electronically 
controlled pumps in even more demanding and complex applications. 

nEw puMp functions

Multi pump function including duty standby and duty assist
function for running two pumps either with one in duty and the 
other standing by, or with one running and the other one  
as support when required.

differential pressure using two sensors
function for using two pressure sensors instead of one differential 
sensor for running in differential pressure mode.

differential temperature using two sensors
function using two temperature sensors instead of one differential 
temperature sensor, for support of more advanced temperature 
control applications.

proportional pressure
function that makes it possible to use proportional pressure 
control on pumps with variance in inlet and outlet diameter or for 
pressure loss compensation.

proportional pressure with flow sensor
function that makes it possible to use proportional pressure 
using a flow sensor as input to the control, and use pump curves 
to find the pressure.

flow estimation
function for estimation of the actual flow based on speed  
and power consumption.

Loss of prime and dry run 
function for protecting the pump against failure due to loss  
of prime and dry run (under load detection).

Low power standby mode
function for having very low power consumption during standby 
to minimise the power consumption for pumps in operation only 
few hours a day.

real time clock and date 
function for having real time clock to give alarms and errors the 
correct time stamp.

MGE/MLE/pump recognition
a series of product data regarding the pump is loaded into the 
product, and will be available when remote connected tools are 
used, such as grundfos go.

constant torque
function for running constant torque applications with  
a minimum speed limitation.

Liqtec interface
built-in interface for liqtec sensor for dry run detection.

pipe filling
function for filling pipes without the risk of having water hammer.

intelligent failure modes
improved error codes that can be used for service purpose.

specific energy estimation as function of flow
calculation of specific energy as a function of flow in the range 
kwh/m3.

pump curve adjustment
option for creating non labile pump curves for applications where 
that is required for system control.
*  available functions will be dependent on the actual Mge/Mle version. Some functions are dependent on the chosen 

combination of functional module and user control panel.

iMprovEd puMp functions

run at power limit
Utilises the extra available power in the motor, offering additional 
extra pressure or the option to choose an under  
size motor.

Low flow stop function
improved energy optimisation, easy configuration and high 
comfort.

Limit exceed function
additional internal parameters in the limit exceed function.

Advanced failure analysis
datalog function will be updated to include 20 sec. before the 
event happened.

pump operation at power limit
option for increasing the head of the pump when running at low Q.

p-only control
the pid controller in the new Mge/Mle will have an option to be 
used in p-only control.

thE iMprovEd puMp functions spEcificALLy incLudE:

wireless communication
the new Mge/Mle is introducing wireless geNi 
communication making cable connections obsolete. 
wireless geNi communication is used between 
pumps and between pump and remote control unit. 

Grundfos r100 and Grundfos Go
the new Mge/Mle has ir interface to the well-
known r100 remote controller. it can use the 
wireless geNi interface to communicate with the 
new remote controller grundfos go.

there will be full access to the available functionality 
of the new Mge/Mle using the grundfos go remote controller. 
the available functionality will depend on the actual version of the 
new Mge/Mle. 

please note that the r100 has to be updated with software 
supporting the new Mge/Mle. Using the r100 only existing 
e-pumps functions and readouts can be offered. 

product proGrAM options
the new Mge/Mle offers the possibility to create a series of 
variants. a default product program is defined for each pump 
family; however other products can be configured within the 
product program. for the user control panels, four different 
displays are available: graphical, home booster, standard and blind. 
a predefined user control panel is selected for each pump family; 
others are options for variants.

usEr controL pAnELs

bus coMMunicAtion ModuLEs 
the new Mge/Mle supports the ciM modules. the modules can 
be mounted inside the new Mge/Mle.
the present ciM program is:

• GENIbus CIM 050 • Modbus CIM 200
• Lon bus  CIM 100 • GSM CIM 250
• Profibus CIM 150 • BACnet CIM 300
The new MGE/MLE will support new products developed in the CIM product program.

fLAnGE/shAft/foot AccordinG to iEc  
And nEMA stAndArds 
the new Mge/Mle supports all flange/shaft/foot combinations 
used by e-pumps at grundfos and even new combinations can be 
created if required.

functionAL ModuLEs
the new Mge/Mle supports 4 different functional modules, which 
opens the option to have more or less electrical input/output 
connections in the e pump. there are four different functional 
modules: basic, Standard, advanced and renewable.

incrEAsEd opErAtinG AMbiEnt tEMpErAturE rAnGE 
the operating temperature range is increased from 40 to 50 °c 
without any derating. 60 °c ambient is possible at full load, but 
total lifetime might decrease with frequent use.

Low Acoustic noisE LEvEL
the acoustic noise level for the new Mge/Mle is reduced com-
pared to the old Mge/Mle, which makes the new Mge/Mle quite 
unique compared to other solutions. a sound quality study has 
shown that the acoustic noise is lower than the old Mge/Mle and 
even better compared to similar competitor products when it 
comes to pumps. 

EncLosurE typE rAtinG
the new Mge/Mle comes standard in an ip55/NeMa enc. type 3 
rating. ip66/NeMa enc. type 4 can be provided for more demand-
ing applications.

voLtAGE rAnGE 
the mains supply voltage range for the 3 phased versions is 
increased to cover 3 x 380-500v (+/- 10 %) whereas the voltage 
range for single phase mains supply covers 1 x 200-240v (+/- 10 %).

ApprovALs/MArkinGs 
the new Mge/Mle will have the following approval marks  
and markings:
• CE
• C tick 
• Gost (Russia)
• CCC (China)
•  Approval for the North American market  

– terminals for field wiring 

please note that radio communication with grundfos go is not used in china and Korea due to local legislations. 
grundfos go still works with infrared when applicable and can otherwise be used with standard wired 
communication.

Graphical Home booster Standard Blind

functions  
aNd featUreS
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thE nEw MGE/MLE product proGrAM is:

single phase supply 50hz or 60hz
1x200-240v

three phase supply 50hz or 60hz
3x380-500v

the new Mge/Mle can be fitted to a wide range of application 
by using the possibilities within customisation.
the customisation can occur in the following areas:

•  Functional modules, differentiation  
in input/output possibilities

•  Customised settings, differentiation  
through software setup from factory

•  User control panels, differentiation  
in pump interaction mode

•  Bus communication, adding possibilities  
for interconnection to control systems

•  Various Flange/Shaft and foot combinations  
available

• Enclosure type rating.

kw
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Grundfos dK A/s
Martin Bachs Vej 3
DK-8850 Bjerringbro
Tel: +45 87 50 50 50
CVR: 19342735

www.grundfos.dk


